Holy Wisdom Academy
SUMMER ORTHODOX CLASSICAL CAMP
June 24 to July 12, 2013
“Let everything take second place to our care of our children, our bringing them up to
the discipline and instruction of the Lord. If from the beginning we teach them to love
true wisdom, they will have greater wealth and glory than riches can provide.”
St. John Chrysostom
“The one and essential thing, the first, the middle, and last, is a sound upbringing and the
right education.”
Plutarch
Mission Statement
The Academy of Holy Wisdom exists to aid parents in their mission to:
Pass on the flame of zeal for God, His Church, the Orthodox Christian tradition, and their
ancestral nation to their children; and
Raise exemplary Orthodox Christian children, formed in the tradition of the Fathers and
the Classics and equipped with analytical thinking skills, a virtuous character, and a love
for truth and wisdom, built upon a love and fear of God, the wisdom of the Holy Fathers,
a profound understanding of their roots, and a firm foundation of knowledge.

Who Are We?
The Academy of the Holy Wisdom was founded in 2012 with the blessing of
Metropolitan Pavlos by Fr. Steven Allen and Leonidas Pittos, to provide Orthodox
students with traditional, classical training in the Orthodox catechism, classical languages
(Latin and Greek), ancestral Orthodox languages (Modern Greek and Romanian), English
grammar, logic, and rhetoric.

What We Have to Offer?
We offer systematic instruction using classical methods in four areas of study:
1. Orthodox Catechism;
2. Classical Languages (beginning with Latin and ultimately leading to Attic Greek);
3. Ancestral Languages (Modern Greek and Romanian);

4. Classical Rhetoric and Dialectic.

Summer Orthodox Classical Camp
This year's summer session will be three weeks from June 24 to July 12, 2013. It will be
5 days per week (M/T/W/Th/F) at our usual time: 1:00-5:00PM.

Curriculum
Upper class (grades 8-10): Orthodox catechism, advanced composition, Modern
Greek/Romanian, intermediate Latin.
Middle class (grades 5-7): Orthodox catechism, beginning composition, Modern
Greek/Romanian, beginning Latin.
Primary class (grades 1-4): Orthodox catechism, English phonics, Modern
Greek/Romanian, Latin-based vocabulary.

Tuition
The tuition will be at the same rate ($33 per child per day) for 15 days with the same
discounts applying according to the following schedule:
First child: $495
Second child: $395
Third child: $295
Fourth child: $195
Fifth child: FREE
Tuition includes all books and supplies. There is an extra 20% discount for dues-paying
members of St. Spyridon and St. Nectarios Parishes. Financial aid is available.

Registration
To register or for questions, please contact Leonidas Pittos (Leonidas.pittos at
gmail.com).

